
Wednesday 1st July 2020
I can create images and phrases linked to poetry.

• Today we are going to 
be looking at imagery 
linked to Caribbean 
countries.

• Have a look at the map.

• How many of these 
countries do you know?

• Do you have 
connections to any of 
these places



Now have a look at some images of the 
Caribbean.
Note down some vocabulary and phrases linked to the pictures.

Think about your senses…

What can you see, hear, smell and touch?



Images of the Caribbean



This shows many different types of fruit 
and vegetables grown in Trinidad.
Which ones have you eaten?



Read James Berry’s poem- A Nest Full of 
Stars.



A Nest Full Of Stars by James Berry
Only chance made me come and find

my hen, stepping from her hidden

nest, in our kitchen garden.

In her clever secret place, her tenth

egg, still warm, had just been dropped.

Not sure of what to do, I picked up

every egg, counting them, then put them

down again. All were mine.

All swept me away and back.

I blinked, I saw: a whole hand

of ripe bananas, nesting.



I blinked, I saw: a basketful

of ripe oranges, nesting.

I blinked, I saw: a trayful

of ripe naseberries, nesting.

I blinked, I saw: an open bagful

of ripe mangoes, nesting.

I blinked, I saw:

a mighty nest full of stars. 

(naseberry: sapodilla plum with sweet brown flesh)



Each time he picked up an egg, he saw something 
different. 
What does what he finds tell us about his way of life?

Look back at the images of the Caribbean and the different fruits and  
vegetables grown there.  

Write four of your own verses for this poem and illustrate these.



Here is an example-

I blinked, I saw: an army

of emerald peas, nesting.


